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PET and PVC have historically set the ceiling and floor of the plastics market price. The high cost
of SM sets PS as the current ceiling in the European market
Forecast (Brent = $65/bbl)
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The market price is a compound of manufacturing costs and gross margins. Inter-polymer
competition and inter-regional relationships condition gross margins and overall market prices
Historical influences on petrochemical prices
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The introduction of a carbon cost can structurally change the cost competitiveness between
manufacturing assets in different regions and increase inter-polymer competition
Delivered cost competitiveness: South-East Asia Ethylene
(Leader, basic naphtha cracker, $ per ton)
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Governments are projected to drive pricing mechanisms and legislation such as the EU Green
Deal. CO2 technology will improve to address lower concentration streams and capture cost
Historical influences on petrochemical price
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Companies are expected to pass additional costs to consumers. There is a motivation to shift
towards plastics with lower carbon footprints (vol) and improve CO2 capture technologies ($)
Delivered cost to Rotterdam, 2019
(US dollars per ton)
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Inter-polymer competition is anticipated to increase with many plastics overlapping in
performance but consumption set due to current market prices
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Plastics recyclability and integration with virgin resin is expected to lead to competitiveness advantage
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Impact of a carbon tax on polymers cost competitiveness
▪ A narrative summary of current and future global legislation that
concerns industrial CO2 emissions
▪ An overview of carbon emission intensities for ethylene,
propylene, benzene, para-xylene and plastics. Based on
geography – i.e., energy mix – and technology
▪ Brief overview of established carbon capture technologies and its
cost of capture
▪ Delivered cost competitiveness of plastics to Europe from
various geographies, assuming European legislation and
investments in decarbonisation by domestic producers and
imports
▪ Understand what regions will benefit from carbon taxes and
potential plastics substitution due to their carbon footprint and
recyclability.
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NexantECA partners with clients to help them navigate the big global energy, chemicals and materials issues of tomorrow. We
provide independent advice through our consulting, subscriptions and reports, and training businesses using expertise
developed in markets, economics and technology through our fifty years of operation. We are entirely dedicated to supporting
sustainable development of the industry and provide expert advice with efficiency, speed, and agility.
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